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Choice offers unparalleled visibility into “live” orders and “historical” transactions.
Welcome to a new level of transparency and analytics.

The right supply-chain decision can mean the difference
between success and failure. From inventory control to
transportation spend, everyone in the enterprise needs
reliable information to make the right decisions based
on the business situation at hand. With the market place
becoming increasingly dynamic, business leaders need
the right information, in the right format, at the right
time. As a result, intelligent organizations are constantly
striving to enable every stakeholder to gain greater
business insights to eliminate inefficiencies, exploit
untapped potential, and make better decisions.
Through High-IQ, Choice offers clients unparalleled
visibility into both “live” orders and “historical”
transactions through a single web-based interface.
This new level of transparency enables clients to
better manage existing orders and gain a new level of

understanding on how they are spending their money.
Through a series of simple drop-down menus, clients can
look at individual or aggregated orders by geography,
service, carrier, and date range.
Choice’s High-IQ Suite offers unparalleled reporting,
dashboard, and analysis capabilities that help your team
visualize all aspects of your supply-chain. Clients see
an immediate gain in decision making and productivity,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation-quality reports
Reports available with real-time data
Visual representation for rapid, informed decisions
Create reports in an intuitive manner
Minimal report creation time

Call 800-861-6900, or visit www.choicelogistics.com

EASI LY S C A L A B L E

OTP Report

Real-time visibility: Order Management
• Real-time carrier integration-ETA, tracking and POD
• 100% of all orders: SBD and NBD

•
•

HISTO R I C A L D ATA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Full visibility and trending of logistics spend
Client controls meaningful data
Support current and future strategies
Export to Excel for further analysis

D ATA E L E M E N T S
Cycle Count and PI Results
•
•
•

Measures all mission critical services
Net vs. Gross (client experience) performance

Client Weekly Ops
Orders
Service types
Average miles driven
Parts dispatched
Inbound receipts
NFO transactions
Transfers
Inventory on hand

Gross/net variance
Measures counts, values
Customized, weekly, monthly, quarterly

Ticket History
•
•
•

Running data
Date, FSL, ticket #, client ref #, part/serial #
Multiple data elements incorporated

Learn why industry leaders trust Choice Logistics for enterprise-grade supply-chain solutions that compress
time-to-market, provide differentiation, and remove costs.
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